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Introduction
Nucleation and grain growth occur successively during solidification of alloys and consequently the number, size, distribution and morphology of the grains are determined during this process. In the case of rapid solidification the effect is more pronounced. During solidification, micro-defects such as micro-segregation, micro-porosities and micro-shrinkage form a porous medium (mushy zone) located in interdendritic spaces. The ability of the liquid to flow into the mushy zone is known as permeability of interdendritic liquid. Therefore,
The pressure drop required to drive the flow is a function of Reynolds number. Several authors computed the fluid flow through periodic arrays of cylinders as the function of Reynolds numbers for three ranges of low, moderate, and high Reynolds number [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Particularly important is the work of Koch and Ladd [11] for modeling micro-permeability and drag force based on Reynolds number using a LatticeBoltzmann formulation. Also McCartney [19] calculated the micro-permeability in the range of low Reynolds numbers up to about 150 by Lattice Gas Cellular Automata (LGCA) model.
These models have an important application in the mathematical modeling of flow through arrays of dendrites during solidification of mushy alloys. There are many investigations for experimental measuring of permeability during solidification process [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, the experimental goal is to measure the permeability and the temperature of an alloy during solidification and to correlate the permeability with the solid fraction [27] .
Piwonka and Flemings [28] , Apelian et al. [24] , Streat and Weinberg [21] , Liu et al. [29] and Murakami et al. [23] reported the permeability in equiaxed dendritic structures. Ganesan and Poirier [4] and Poirier and Ocansey [25] measured and reported the permeability as an inverse function of the specific area of the solid selected as the length scale in equiaxed microstructures based on Kozeny-Carman model. Brown et al. [30] developed a numerical model for the simulation of 3D flow through equiaxed dendrites of an Al 13 Cu 3 Si alloy and determined the variation in permeability of structure as solidification progressed. They modeled the evolution of an equiaxed dendrite and calculated the permeability from Darcy's law using a CFD program. Madison et al. developed a 3-D permeability simulation for a fine domain in a constrained solidification and evaluated the simulation results with experimental results [31] .
In spite of these valuable contributions in this field, determination of dendritic structural permeability and microshrinkage due to the complex microstructure of the dendrites still remains a challenge in both fields of mathematical and experimental methods. It appears that critical ranges for permeability exist in which the micro-shrinkages form.
In this paper, a numerical model has been introduced for determination of liquid flow micro-permeability through dendritic solid network during grain growth for either a small section of a droplet or a cell from solidification front, in the Newtonian heat transfer condition. The model includes five stages; first, numerical simulation of nucleation and growth of the equiaxed grains using a CA-FV method, second, numerical simulation of micro fluid flow for interdendritic liquid alloys using CFD code, third, calculation of micropermeability based on modified Darcy's law using the pressure and velocity results of the CFD code, forth, neural network training for permeability prediction in various condition and fifth, micro porosity prediction in 2D domain. These results can be used as a module in a commercial casting code in order to predict the micro-defects such as micro porosities, shrinkages or micro-segregations. In fact, in solidification numerical simulation codes, the present model could be used for all meshes adjacent to the solid/liquid interface as a fine porous boundary layer based on a critical range series of the micro-permeability.
Computation models and assumptions
In the present work, two separate computation models of the nucleation/grain growth and the interdendritic liquid flow have been developed and coupled for predicting the micropermeability and characterization of effective parameters for a symmetric domain as a 2D section. This is achieved by combining sub-models for each of these processes. One is a computation CA-FV. The other is a micro fluid flow by using the CFD model for calculation of the interdendritic micro-permeability. The governing equations are described in detail in the next sections. Significant assumptions are:
(1) For a fine domain during solidification a boundary layer is introduced at liquid/solid interface. (2) Temperature gradient in the boundary layer is equal to zero. (3) Heat transfer in the liquid interface is Newtonian. (4) Prior to the nucleation the under-cooling throughout the boundary layer is constant, and after nucleation it is negative due to the liberation of latent heat of solidification at solid/liquid interface. (5) Nucleation in the boundary layers is fully equiaxed. (6) The heat transfer and solidification in transverse direction of the boundary layer is assumed two dimensional, since the boundary layer around each grain is very thin.
Fig. 1 -Newtonian condition, temperature distribution around the equiaxed nuclei.
Nucleation and grain growth code

Governing equations and solving procedure
Nucleation and grain growth code that has been developed in this paper is based on the CA model [32, 33] , which is an unconstrained nucleation and grain growth model. The model comprises of: (1) Stochastic nucleation rate based on local under-cooling, and (2) nuclei growth based on slope of the local temperature [34, 35] . However, in the present work, for a binary alloy system in the mushy zone, it is assumed that there is no constitutional under-cooling during grain growth. Number, distribution, morphology of nuclei, and growth rate are controlled by thermal under-cooling and its derivative, which is formed by Newtonian's heat transfer in a micro two dimensional (2D) space. In this condition, at the beginning, all liquid have the same under-cooling, i.e., the gradient of the under-cooling or the liquid temperature slope is equal to zero before nucleation. As shown in Fig. 1 once the nucleation takes place, temperature around the nuclei is raised, because of the liberation of the latent heat. Therefore, the local temperature gradient around the grains is negative after the nucleation.
After the solidification, the microstructure of the solidified alloy will consist of fully equiaxed grains and no columnar grains. Therefore, in this investigation for the A356 mushy alloy, initial and boundary conditions for simulation of heat transfer and liquid flow for a 1 mm × 1 mm domain are based on the unconstrained solidification and the Newtonian's heat transfer, with no micro segregation.
(i) Heat transfer equations
The heat transfer equation for this mushy zone may be written as:
where , C p and k are the density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively; f s is solid fraction, k 0 is the partition coefficient and T sol , T liq are solidus and liquidus temperature, respectively. H f (∂f s /∂t) is the latent heat term, which is a function of temperature between the solidus and the liquidus, and is written as follows:
The fraction of solid in the mushy zone is estimated by Eq. (2). The release of latent heat in the mushy zone is calculated by substituting Eq. (3) into the third term of Eq. (1). Therefore heat transfer equation is given by: where C eq P can be considered a quasi-specific heat capacity given by: the mushy zone, coefficients of heat conductivity and thermal capacity are presented as
(ii) Nucleation equations When the temperature falls below the liquidus temperature, nucleation begins. In this condition, the fraction of nuclei (I s ) at each temperature and time are calculated from Eq. (6), as follows:
where A and B are constants and R is the ideal gas constant. After determining the fraction and then number of nuclei in each time step, by assigning a random distribution function, nuclei are distributed in the liquid domain. In the next step, the latent heat of solidification is calculated to adjust the temperature. It is important to note that the latent heat of solidification is released only when the temporary radius of the nucleus becomes greater than a critical radius, r*, as in Eq. (7).
(iii) Grain growth equations
As mentioned before, once stable nuclei are created, a negative temperature gradient forms in liquid adjacent to the grains and equiaxed grains grow as shown in Fig. 1 . The direction of primary arms of the equiaxed dendrites depend on crystal structure [37] . Here, a B.C.C. crystal structure is assumed, in which each equiaxed dendrite has four perpendicular primary arms in 2D space, where they can grow in 48 crystalline directions. In order to simulate the morphology of the grain growth, a simple shape was used for grains based on Eq. (8) in polar coordinates. It should be noted, that for the equiaxed grains in polar coordinates, the flow pattern in 3D and 2D space are generally similar. Fig. 2 shows a "cloverleaf" morphology for a dendrite section created based on Eq. (8), where P d is perturbation, R d radius of spherical nuclei prior to perturbation, and angle between primary arm direction and stream line. It is noticeable, in Fig. 2 , that solid fraction of the spherical nuclei is equal the cloverleaf nuclei. A function (Eq. (9)) needs to be defined for the dendrites radius growth rate (dr), which is added to the surface of existing grains in each time step of solidification stage. For a solidifying cell, as the solid fraction within the cell becomes greater than zero, the local temperature of the particles is obtained using the relevant phase diagram and the under-cooling is calculated accordingly. In each solidifying cell, the change in solid fraction is primarily determined by KGT model, which calculates the maximum growth rate based on a given under-cooling at near absolute stability limit [35] . A captured liquid cell by a growing neighboring cell is assigned the same grain orientation as its growing neighbor [38] . Fig. 3 shows the CA-FD solution algorithm of heat transfer during nucleation and grain growth. Finally, results of nucleation and grain growth simulation at each df s , is used in the CFD code to simulate pressure and velocity fields and then calculate the temporary micro-permeability in the 1 mm × 1 mm domain.
CFD code
Governing equations and solving procedure (i) Fluid flow equations
The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations in 2D space are used to simulate flow of the interdendritic liquid through the network of equiaxed grains. By introducing the following dimensionless variables the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations are presented in a non-dimensional form [39] :
The continuity equation is solved implicitly by using the Poisson's equation (Eq. (12)).
After solving the Navier-Stokes equations, the calculated pressure and velocity fields were used to obtain the micro-permeability of the 1 mm × 1 mm mushy zone in each growth sequence.
(ii) Permeability equations Darcy's law is a simple and empirical proportional relationship between the instantaneous discharge rate through a porous medium (V), the viscosity of the fluid () and the pressure drop over a given distance [40] .
where K is permeability. Eq. (13) is not valid at high Reynolds number and in this study, an effective Darcy's law equation was used to calculate the micro-permeability (Eq. (14)).
Finally, the governing equations are solved by FVM. The numerical solution method can be considered in four steps: (1) Meshing of the system, (2) Converting the differential equations to finite difference approximation, (3) Solution of the finite volume approximations of momentum in order to calculate the velocity profile and pressure gradient, and Table 1 -Thermo-physical properties, boundary and initial conditions.
Specific heat (J kg (1) The computational domain is divided into a number of cells with X, Y dimensions, and cell dimensions are equal for all calculations. As shown in Fig. 4 , domain is discretized as a staggered grid. The continuity equation and the diffusive terms of the momentum equation are discretized using central differencing. The donor-cell scheme was used to discretized the convective terms of momentum equation [41] (2) Finite volume approximation of momentum equations was constructed according to Griebel et al. [42] . (3) To solve the governing equations of fluid flow, the projection method was used. The projection method uses an auxiliary velocity (V*) to obtain a Poisson's equation for pressure [42] . This equation was solved using Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) methods. The momentum equation is split into two independent equations with Eq. (15) with no pressure term and Eq. (16) with pressure term:
The continuity equation in time derivative form is:
The divergence of Eq. (17) takes the form: Continuity equation, Eq. (16), requires that ∇V n+1 to be zero, thus:
The superscripts (n) and (n + 1) denote old and new time level, respectively. In projection method V n+1 domain is calculated at each new time step.
(4) After obtaining the pressure and velocity fields, which is called here as the temporary micro-permeability subroutine, and using Darcy's law, the coefficient of temporary micro-permeability is calculated in each solid fraction. Fig. 3 describes the CFD algorithm used in the present work. The detailed procedure is presented previously in Ref. [43] .
All simulations were run using the data in Table 1 for an A356 aluminum alloy for a 1 mm × 1 mm domain.
3.
Experimental method A simple part was considered for simulation and casting (Fig. 5) . A numerical model for this part was created and used to simulate with Pro Cast commercial simulation software. The code developed in this research was applied on the numerical model. Another part was casted in metal mold. Metallographic samples were prepared from specified position.
Simulation with developed code
For developed code first the neural network must be trained. So, approximately 250 different conditions were simulated in micro scale. Random nucleation was performed and permeability of domain was calculated by CFD simulation and Darcy law. Calculated data was used for training the neutral network. The trained neutral network module was added in solidification code and predicts probable defects. 
Simulation with ProCast
Numerical model in parasolid format was imported. Model was meshed by tetrahedral mesh. Preprocess setup with precast. Aluminum A356 was poured in metal mold and cooled with air convection.
Solid fraction 
Casting
Aluminum A356 ingot was melted in electrical induction furnace. Mold was milled from cast iron. Melted alloy pored at 700 • C in mold. After solidification, the part was cut from centerline, polished, etched and a metallography picture was captured from specified a location (Fig. 5 ).
Results
The main parameters that affect the pressure field are the grain distribution, cooling rate and Reynolds number, which are presented below. 1. Grain distribution: because of the drag force of the nucleus on fluid flow, distribution and location of the grains affect the pressure field. Fig. 6 shows the effect of grains distribution on the pressure field with two random distributions for three constant solid fractions, 0.1, 0.35, and 0.75 at a fixed cooling rate of 100 J/s in each time step, and Re of 0.1.
Cooling rate:
Figs. 7 and 8 show the effect of four cooling rates, 50, 100, 200 and 300 on the pressure field for a low solid fraction (f s = 0.2) and a high fraction solid (f s = 0.55), and Re of 0.1.
3. Reynolds number: Fig. 9 shows the effect of three Re number, 0.1, 1 and 10 on the pressure fields with a cooling rate of 100 J/s in each time step for a low and high solid fraction, 0.06 and 0.44, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the temporary micro-permeability based on the solid fraction at 4 random grains distributions for Re number 0.1 and dQ equal to 100 J/s. The results showed that different distributions had no significant effect on the micro-permeability during solidification. Thereafter, the temporary micro-permeability was calculated from the simulation results of pressure and velocity fields in the creeping flow range of Reynolds numbers of 0.1, 1 and 10. Fig. 11 shows the effect of the Reynolds number on the temporary micro-permeability during the solidification of A356 aluminum alloy with the cooling rate of 100 J/s in each time step.
Figs. 12 and 13 show the effect of temporary micropermeability versus the solid fractions with a cooling rate from 50 to 250 J/s in each time step with Reynolds equal to 0.1 and 10, respectively. Fig. 14 shows size, numbers, distribution, and morphology of equiaxed grains of A356 aluminum alloy after complete solidification at different cooling rates for a 1 mm × 1 mm domain. Fig. 15 shows the effect of both cooling rate and solid fraction on the permeability in a 3 dimensional curve for demonstration of the critical range. Fig. 16 shows the effect of variations of cooling rates on the surface roughness (or dendritic morphology) for an equiaxed grain during grain growth. Fig. 17 shows the comparison between two Micro and Macro shrinkage porosity models that developed based on the critical permeability in this investigation. Fig. 18 shows the micro porosity distribution evaluated by developed code. Fig. 19 shows porosity prediction by ProCast software. Fig. 20 shows porosity prediction by Niyama criteria calculated in ProCast software. 
dQ=10 dQ=130
Equlaxed nuclel dQ=500 Fig. 16 -Effect of the solid fraction and the cooling rate on the permeability of A356 aluminum alloy. Fig. 21 shows metallography captured pictures.
Discussion
Micro-permeability is a function of the velocity field and pressure gradient of the liquid phase. Moreover, cooling rate, nucleation and growth rate, distribution and morphology of grains, and Reynolds number affects the micro-permeability. Many numerical fluid flow and heat transfer software and casting commercial codes generate the cooling rate (∂T/∂t), the temperature gradient (G = Q/k = ∂T/∂x), and solidification rate (v = ∂f s /∂t) for each computational cell. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the cooling rate is not an independent variable and needs to be determined by the temperature gradient and the solidification rate.
The cooling rate can be written as ∂T/∂t = (∂T/∂x)(∂x/∂t) = G·v. Therefore, if the inter-dendrite micro-permeability is defined as a function of cooling rate, the micro-structure is related to the thermal history in a macro scale, therefore the formation of micro defects could be predicted. Thus, plotting the micro-permeability versus the cooling rate and the solidification rate can be used as a good criterion for modeling the micro-permeability in micro and meso-scales.
The effect of two random grain distributions was simulated on the pressure and velocity field (Fig. 6) . It is evident that the pressure values increased nonlinearly with increasing solid fraction in both distributions (see Fig. 6 legend) . Since, the temporary micro-permeability has an inverse relationship with the pressure gradient, then the temporary micro-permeability need to have a nonlinear relationship with the solid fraction. From Fig. 10 it appears that there is a power law relation and 0.66 solid fractions the temporary micro-permeability is very sensitive to the cooling rates. Therefore, these results demonstrate that the cooling rate (dq/dt) and the solidification rate (df s /dt) control the behavior of the temporary micropermeability (K) during unconstrained solidification mode.
Finally, the effect of Reynolds number on the pressure fields ( Fig. 9 ) and temporary micro-permeability (Fig. 11) was investigated. These figures showed that increasing the Re numbers in the creeping flow range up to 10 resulted in a decrease in the micro-permeability. Effect of Re number on cooling rate, and solidification rate on the temporary micro-permeability can be observed from comparison between Figs. 11 and 12 for a low and high Re number, respectively. At Re number 0.1, and high cooling rate (250 J/s), critical micro-permeability started at 0.33 solid fractions and finished at 0.60. However, at a lower cooling rate (50 J/s), the critical micro-permeability started at higher solid fraction (0.61) and finished at 0.68. In other words, a narrower range of critical micro-permeability was observed with decreasing the cooling rate, especially at high Reynolds numbers. Fig. 14 showed the micro structure after complete solidification at different cooling rates. Increasing the cooling rate lead to an increase in the number of nuclei and the change of dendrite morphology from smooth to dendritic surface (surface with high roughness) and that in turn affects the interdendritic micro-permeability. However, beyond a critical cooling rate of about 300 J/s, dendritic surface changes back to a smooth surface (surface with low roughness). This phenomenon has been shown schematically in Fig. 16 that a smooth cloverleaf grain transforms into rough dendrite structure and finally into smooth dendrite cloverleaf.
Finally, the effect of temporary solid fraction (df s ) and heat extraction rate (dQ) on the temporary micro-permeability was modeled as a logarithmic function (Eq. (20)). In this investigation, the temporary micro-permeability results, which was obtained based on the cooling and solidification rate was modeled in a 3-dimensional space. The resulting equation can be used in casting simulation software.
−log(Micro-permeability) = 8.5f s + 0.002dQ + 6 (20) In low solid fractions (f s < 0.06) and high solid fractions (f s > 0.78), micro-permeability behaves as an asymptotic function, because of f l factor in Eq. (14) . However between these two solid fractions, behavior of the temporary micro-permeability is complex. In fact this is a new micro-model that can predict micro porosities based on the critical permeability.
As observed in Fig. 12 the critical permeability range (marked with arrows), for formation of the micro-shrinkage, changes by increasing of the cooling rate. It was observed in Fig. 13 , that the critical range is wider at high cooling rate than at low cooling rate. For example in Fig. 13 , at a fixed solid fraction, 0.5, for two different cooling rates 50 and 250 J/s, the critical permeabilities are approximately 10 −10 and 10 −13 , respectively. In other words, for a fixed solid fraction value, the critical permeability is changed by 3 orders of magnitude. This difference is related to the morphology of equiaxed dendrites, which in turn is dependent on the cooling rate and the value of local thermal under-cooling. Fig. 15 shows the effect of both cooling rate and solid fraction on the permeability behavior for A356 aluminum alloy. The significance of the 3D curve (or Eq. (20)) is that the permeabilities belong to a very fine domain. As a result, it can be used for all meshes of a commercial solidification code, which together forms a macro-model. Therefore during running the commercial codes, when solid fraction for a computational cell becomes greater than zero, the present model, Eq. (20), is called as a subroutine in each time step. The function of this subroutine is to assess the thermal history and cooling rate for this solid fraction. In a given cooling rate and solid fraction, calculated based on the neighboring cells, if the value of permeability lies within the range of critical permeability, then this cell is susceptible to shrinkage porosity. This subroutine is only used for meshes in the solid-liquid interface and their neighboring cells. In fact, there are narrow thermal boundary layers around nuclei that have Newtonian condition and ∂( T)/∂n = 0; where "n" is the normal vector of the liquid-solid interface. This boundary layer can be approximated by thermal characteristic length as, ı r = ˛/v, where ˛ is the thermal diffusivity at the nuclei interfaces (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, in a fixed solid fraction, the cooling rate should be denoted in order to realize the susceptibility of the cell to porosity. If the permeability based on Eq. (20) or Fig. 15 , is positioned in the critical range of permeability, then the cell is susceptible to porosity; otherwise the cell will be free of porosity. Finally, a casting cross sample was simulated, once without using the micro shrinkage subroutine, Fig. 17(a) , and once using the micro shrinkage model subroutine based on the results in Figs. 15 and 17(b) . Fig. 17(b) shows a fine distribution of porosity in all meshes of the system domain, observed as color contours, which is in agreement with real samples and provides a more realistic description of the sample than the current commercial code results.
By casting the wedge part, it is seen that in part centerline micro shrinkage was formed. The porosity density increased from down to up. While in simulation such defects are less predictable. Most commercial software uses for prediction macro shrinkage. As shown in Fig. 19 ProCast shrinkage prediction is less than in Fig. 18 which was predicted in this research. Niyama criteria is really good for micro shrinkage prediction but it is not yet useful for a range of alloys, as shown in Fig. 20 . Also, Niyama error in the down part of Fig. 20 is too high. By comparing the simulation results with metallographic crosssection can be stated that the results predicted by this research method are closer to reality. In Figs. 17(b) and 18 meshes with red color contours are the macro porosity defects and the light blue colors contours are the parts susceptible to micro shrinkage porosity. The ultra-fine shrinkage porosities may not be assumed as defects, which depend on application of casting part and its designer opinion. Therefore the present model for predicting the Micro-Macro porosity defects can be used to commercial solidification and casting codes and improves their accuracy in the field of shrinkage porosity simulation.
Conclusions
1. In this investigation, using results obtained from coupling the CFD and CA-FV codes, a relationship was developed between solid fraction and cooling rate versus micropermeability, in which the constants of this equation is a function of Reynolds number. 2. Simulation results showed that there are fluctuations in micro-permeability in the range of 0.33-0.66, and 0.60-0.66 solid fractions with decreasing cooling rate, in which the shift in the critical range is due to the change in Reynolds number. 3. Beyond a critical cooling rate, ultra fine and smooth equiaxed grains form with low perturbation on their surfaces, which in turn can lead to formation of ultra fine to coarse shrinkage porosities. 4. The constitutive equation of the present code can be utilized in a commercial casting or solidification software for predicting micro and macro shrinkage porosities with improved accuracy.
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